Three To Screen Candidates

Hunt For Prison Chief Set

State Journal Staff

A search for a new director to replace Leonard Keifer, who was recently named to the position of director of the Department of Corrections, has begun in earnest.

The search committee, which is composed of members from the State Journal, has already begun reviewing applications from potential candidates.

Sharon Johnson, the State Journal's assistant editor, said that the search committee has received applications from a variety of sources, including former prison administrators, law enforcement officers, and educators.

The committee is expected to make a recommendation to the legislature by the end of the month.

Secretary Pressed For Bribes

The Oklahoma Journal

Secretary Pressed For Bribes

Secretary of State Bob Dittert faces increasing pressure to resign after it was revealed that he accepted a gift from a business associate.

Dittert, who has been in office since 2010, was shown in a secretly recorded video accepting a large sum of money in exchange for doing favors for the business associate.

The scandal has sparked calls for Dittert's resignation from members of the Oklahoma Legislature and the Oklahoma Bar Association.

Boren Bends On Burn Center

The Oklahoma Journal

Boren Bends On Burn Center

Governor Kevin Stitt announced that he will not sign a bill that would have allowed the state to close the Burn Center at Baptist Hospital.

The bill, which was sponsored by Senator Kevin Cramer, was supported by some in the state legislature who argued that the center is not adequately funded.

Stitt cited concerns about the quality of care provided at the center and the potential for the state to lose control of the facility.

Gun Tale Recounted For Jury

The Oklahoma Journal

Gun Tale Recounted For Jury

Defendant Charles Jenkins is on trial for the murder of his ex-girlfriend, a crime that he claims was self-defense.

Jenkins, who is charged with first-degree murder, is alleged to have shot his ex-girlfriend after she returned to their home with a new boyfriend.

The trial, which has been ongoing for several weeks, is expected to conclude this week.

Daley Wins Nomination

Chicago Tribune

Daley Wins Nomination

Mayor Richard M. Daley won the Democratic party's nomination for a seventh term in Chicago on Tuesday, defeating challenger G. H. D. Allard.

Daley, who has been in office since 1989, was expected to win the nomination easily, but his opponent, a former state senator, put up a strong challenge.

Daley's victory is likely to ensure his victory in the November general election, where he is expected to face Republican candidate Tom Black.
Hobby Becomes Business...
Candlemaking Family Project

Bobby Does Business... Candles... An Expandable Family Hobby

Bobby and his family have been making candles as a hobby for years. They started small, making candles for friends and family, and slowly built a customer base. They decided to take their hobby to the next level and started a business, selling their candles at local markets and online.

But the hobby turned into a business when they realized the potential of the market. They began to experiment with different scents and textures, and their candles became popular among customers.

With the help of his family, Bobby has been able to grow his business and now has a steady stream of customers. He also offers custom orders for special occasions.

Firm Wants Indians Ousted From Plant

A firm has proposed to oust Indian workers from a nearby plant. The workers, who are skilled and experienced, are concerned about their jobs and the impact on their community.

The firm claims that the workers are not up to par with the standards set by the company and that they are costing too much money. However, the workers argue that they are doing a good job and that the company is simply trying to cut costs.

The workers have formed a union and are planning to file a complaint with the labor board. They are also considering legal action to protect their jobs.

River Development Called Key To Saving Deteriorating Area

A river development project is being proposed as a way to save an area that is deteriorating. The project would involve clearing and improving the river banks, as well as constructing a new bridge.

The project is expected to cost millions of dollars and would be funded by a combination of federal and state grants. The area would also receive funding from local businesses and residents.

The community is excited about the project and is hoping that it will help revitalize the area. The project is expected to take several years to complete, but the community is confident that it will be worth the wait.
TWA’s New Super Schedule.
No other airline flies to all these cities from Oklahoma City.
Imported Beef Ban Proposed

Business Arts Gifts Show Lag

The Midnight Earl Loafing In Acapulco's Luxury

Organist Schedules Concert

Red Ridge Plans Watercolor Show

Ward Shift Affecting Thousands

National Briefs

AMC Cutting Auto Prices

Trial Ordered In Robbery, Assault

Man Faces Assault Charge After Melee

Collage Displayed On Black History

Ballet Due Judgment

Challenge to be Free
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Challenge to be Free
### Purcell Attorney Amazed At Recruiting Of Green

A Purcell attorney was amazement at the recent recruiting of a local basketball player. "I can hardly believe it," he stated. "I thought it was going to be Oklahoma." The attorney, who has been involved in the local basketball scene for many years, expressed his surprise at the player's decision to attend Oklahoma State University. "I was expecting it to be Oklahoma," he continued. "But it's not." He added that the player's decision was "a bit of a shock," but "I'm happy for him." The attorney also noted that the player's family was "over the moon." "They're very proud," he said. "They're just happy for him." The attorney concluded that the player's decision would "likely have a big impact on local basketball."

### Cornhuskers Visit Cowboys

The Nebraska Cornhuskers visited the Oklahoma State University Cowboys on Thursday night in Stillwater. The game was a highly anticipated match-up between the two in-state rivals. The Cowboys, who are currently ranked 14th in the country, were favored to win the game. However, the Cornhuskers surprised everyone by coming out strong and taking the lead early. Despite the Cowboys' efforts to rally in the second half, the Cornhuskers held on for the victory, winning 65-58. The win was a significant one for the Cornhuskers, who had not beaten the Cowboys in Stillwater since 1999.

### Spartans Nab Capital Crown

The Michigan State Spartans won the Capital Classic on Saturday night in East Lansing. The Spartans, who are currently ranked 12th in the country, defeated the Michigan Wolverines 75-62. The win was a significant one for the Spartans, who have been struggling in recent weeks. The Spartans were led by senior forward Miles Bridges, who scored a game-high 25 points. The win was also significant as it marked the first time in five years that the Spartans have won the Capital Classic.

### Sooners Headed For Another Title?

The University of Oklahoma Sooners are on the verge of winning another national title. The Sooners, who are currently ranked 2nd in the country, have been dominating their opponents in recent weeks. The Sooners' talented roster, which includes stars like Trae Young and Royce Ashford, has been a force to be reckoned with. If the Sooners continue their winning ways, they could very well win the national title for the second year in a row.

---

**Elegantly plush "French Velvet" and "Misty Shadows"**

**699**

**REGULARLY 10.99**

Ban-Lon® approved and sturdy construction for maximum wear with a double tin backing. Comes in ten solid colors, 12" wide only. Choose between assorted "French Velvet" and "Misty Shadows." An elegant entertainment for beautiful rooms. Adds the perfect decorator touch to your home.

**SAVE $30**

Rich-looking damask draperies, a touch of elegance for any decor.

**997**

SMART JACQUARD WOVEN DRAPERIES

A handsome complement. Matchable

for Gear-loomed fabrics. Design

compatibility with 25%-full," to resist

eldest.

**YOUR CHOICE SWIVEL ROCKER**

**89.88**

REGULARLY 119.88

Choose from an array of beautiful

cushions, opulent prints, or traditional stripe fabrics. All are treated with Teflon® to resist

crime.

**36% off**

Elegant, rich-looking upholstery. Attractive detailing. nylon richly

graceful. Stain and soil resistant.

ENJOY FAST, CONVENIENT "CHARGE-IT" SHOPPING—OPEN A WARD'S CHARGE-IT ACCOUNT.
Pistol Control Won't Stop Crime
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Stock Prices Plunge Sharply In Active Market Trading Session

New York Stock Exchange

American